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Abstract. A dedicated series of ELMing H-Mode discharges on Alcator C-Mod
spanning a broad range of plasma parameters, including plasma current (400-1000kA),
magnetic eld (3.5-8T), and plasma shaping, are presented with experimental scalings
of the plasma pedestal with bulk plasma and engineering parameters. The H-modes
presented achieve pedestals with densities spanning 5  1019   2:5  1020 m 3 and
temperatures of 150  1000 eV (corresponding to 5  40 kPa in the pressure pedestal),
over a width of 3  5% of poloidal ux. The observed pedestal structure is compared
with the most recent iteration of the EPED class of models, which uniquely predict
the pedestal width and height for a set of scalar input parameters via a combination of
stability calculations for peeling-ballooning MHD modes and kinetic ballooning modes
(KBM).
PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa,52.55.Tn,52.25.Fi,52.40.Hf,52.35.Py
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1. Introduction
The high-connement mode (H-mode) operational regime, rst observed on the ASDEX
tokamak [1], is characterized by the formation of a high-gradient region in density and
temperature at the plasma edge, termed the pedestal. It has been shown (e.g. [2, 3, 4])
that, by inhibiting energy and particle transport across the plasma edge, the total
connement and therefore overall performance of the plasma are strongly inuenced by
the height and gradient of the temperature and pressure pedestal. ELMing H-modes,
rst characterized by Keilhacker et al [5], represent a hard limit on the attainable
pressure pedestal height and gradient, as well as acting as a \safety valve" of sorts
to vent accumulated impurities from the plasma. Therefore, an understanding of the
pedestal structure in ELMing H-modes is desirable both as a potential operating scenario
and as a limit on pedestal scaling for projecting future performance on ITER.
In ELMing H mode operation, the temperature and pressure pedestal gradients
rise until an edge MHD instability is triggered, limiting further growth of the pedestal.
Although ELM phenomenology is not fully understood, several distinct ELM types
have been identied using D radiation observations, diamagnetic energy collapse,
divertor heat loading, and phase-contrast interferometry [6]. Successful modeling of the
ELM trigger event by a combination of pressure-driven ballooning modes and current-
driven edge kink/peeling modes (collectively known as "peeling-ballooning" modes) has
been accomplished across several machines and in a number of dierent operational
regimes [7, 8, 9]. This motivated the development of the EPED model [9, 10], which
predicts pedestal structure near the ELM stability boundary via the combination of
stability calculations for the non-local peeling-ballooning modes with a calculated kinetic
ballooning mode (KBM) constraint (described in section 4). This paper will investigate
the application of the newest version of the model, EPED1.63, to Alcator C-Mod ELMy
H modes.
2. Experimental Arrangement
2.1. ELMing Phenomenology and Plasma Operation
Edge-localized mode (ELM) phenomena cover a range of periodic perturbations of
the plasma edge, generally characterized by D radiation spikes, diamagnetic energy
collapse, and divertor heat loading [11, 6]. ELM events range from larger, slower crashes,
which can expel as much as 10% of the plasma stored energy and are prevalent on DIII-
D and JET [12, 7, 13], to the smaller, rapidly oscillating modes prevalent on C-Mod and
other devices with high edge collisionality [14, 15, 16, 9]. The broad range of operational
parameters and edge behaviors exhibited in ELMing regimes precludes a single simple
driver for the modes; however, a unied analysis is still possible.
ELMing H-modes on C-Mod were achieved across a range of plasma current from
400 to 1100kA (corresponding to  0:25 0:5 in Greenwald fraction at typical operating
densities), at on-axis toroidal eld values of 3.5, 5.4, and 8T (note that all low-eld
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shots were at lower current, while high-eld discharges were at higher current). A scan
in elongation over 1:45 <  < 1:6 was also achieved in an altered equilibrium conducive
to ELMing operation [17] with lower elongation and upper triangularity than standard
C-Mod equilibria, as shown in gure 1. All ELMing H-modes were ICRF heated, using
H minority resonance for the 3.5T and 5.4T discharges, and 3He minority heating for
the 8T plasmas.
2.2. Diagnostics
Experimental measurements of the electron density and temperature pedestals are taken
with the core and edge Thomson Scattering spectrometer systems. Two Nd:YAG lasers
red vertically through the plasma provide the scattering photons, which are collected
in core and edge bers running to a set of polychromators [18, 19]. The beam path is
shown in gure 1, overlaid on C-Mod equilibria with normal and the altered shaping
used for ELMing H-modes. Note that the edge bers can be moved to optimize coverage
of the plasma pedestal over the range of plasma shaping.
Figure 1: Vacuum-vessel cross-section showing the Thomson Scattering beam path and
C-Mod equilibria. The dots indicate the positions of the core and edge TS scattering
volumes, while the contours show the EFIT reconstruction of a C-Mod equilibrium
prole, with the LCFS for typical and modied shaping on C-Mod shown.
The edge bers have eective imaging spot sizes of approximately 1 mm at the outboard
midplane; with typical pedestal widths of a few millimeters on C-Mod [20], this is
sucient spatial resolution to measure H-mode pedestals. However, the two 30 Hz
lasers provide only a total 60 Hz cycle rate for the Thomson system, whereas ELMs on
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C-Mod can exceed 100 Hz [6]; the ELMing discharges selected here typically exhibited
ELMs of 60-100 Hz, comparable to the Thomson Scattering framerate. Nevertheless in
these cases it is dicult to bin the pedestal data against the peaks of the ELM cycles
immediately preceding the ELM crash, so for most discharges only ensemble-averaged
measurements (described in section 2.3) are feasible. However, in longer steady ELMing
periods there is sucient ELM-cycle binned data to construct an ensemble of Thomson
data taken only from ELM peaks.
In addition to Thomson Scattering temperature data, core and edge electron-
cyclotron emission (ECE) Te data are used for high time-resolution ELM diagnosis.
Grating-polychromator ECE (GPC ECE) diagnostics [4] provide a total of 28 core and
edge Te channels with instrument-limited imaging sizes of  9 mm, digitized at 20 kHz.
Additionally, a high-resolution 32-channel heterodyne ECE (HRECE) diagnostic [21]
provides plasma coverage with sub-centimeter spot sizes in the edge. Both have sucient
spatial resolution to distinguish edge Te (though they cannot resolve the temperature
pedestal structure), along with the time resolution necessary to track ELM crashes. Te
traces for both diagnostics are shown in gure 3.
2.3. Pedestal Modeling
The density and temperature pedestal data from the C-Mod Thomson Scattering
systems are tted using a modied hyperbolic-tangent function developed in Groebner
et al [22]. For a general pedestal in x; y space, the tting function is expressed by
y =
b+ h
2
+
h  b
2
mtanh (; z) (1)
mtanh (; z) =
(1 + z) ez   e z
ez + e z
(2)
z =
x0   x

(3)
using x0, h, b and  as the pedestal midpoint, height, baseline, and half-width,
respectively (we dene  = 2 as the full width). The multiplicative factor 1 + z
generates the approximately linear prole (characterized by ) within the core; this
replaces the previous function used for C-Mod pedestal studies, which used a Heaviside
step function for the core prole, with a function with a continuous gradient everywhere
(however, this does not signicantly alter the results of the t).
Strictly, structural models in ELMing pedestals most closely correspond to the
measured pedestal at the peaks of the ELM cycle, immediately preceding the crash.
However, as noted in section 2.2, the ELM cycle on C-Mod is typically too rapid for the
edge Thomson Scattering system to reliably resolve in all cases with multiple frames
per ELM, complicating binning to the ELM cycle peaks. For certain discharges, a
statistical set can be constructed from multiple ELMing discharges using binning to
ELM cycle peaks. In most cases, however, we instead select periods of steady plasma
behavior (density, stored energy, etc.) with consistent ELMs, and consider an \ensemble
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average" (alternately termed the \ELM average") of the plasma pedestal. All Thomson
Scattering data over such time periods are collated into a single ensemble-averaged
pedestal for tting, as shown in gure 2.
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Figure 2: Electron temperature and density pedestals for C-Mod shot 1101117020,
ensemble-averaged from 1.3-1.43s.
Sample H-mode traces from such an ELMing period for ne, core and edge Te from
ECE measurements, andH radiation are given in gure 3. The interior Te measurement
is taken from a GPC channel corresponding to  39% of poloidal ux, just outside the
inversion radius, cleanly displaying the sawtooth heat pulse. The edge ECE channel
is taken from a HRECE channel corresponding to  97% of poloidal ux, near the
pedestal top. Line-averaged density varies only slightly through the period (1.06-1.18s
for the sample discharge shown), with minor dips corresponding to density expulsion
with the ELM, while ELMs and the corresponding crashes in the edge Te occur with
consistent periods and amplitudes. The increase in Te preceding the ELM crash, visible
in gure 3b, is correlated to the core sawtooth heat pulse (visible on the interior ECE
channel). Although this may (rather surprisingly) indicate that the ELM crash does not
occur at peak edge Te, comparison between ensemble-averaged and ELM-binned data
(see gure 5) unambiguously shows the ELM crash occurring at peak pedestal pressure.
This suggests a density eect, but current Thomson Scattering measurements on C-Mod
do not have the necessary time resolution to track inter-elm pedestal evolution. This is
a goal of future research.
Compared to a frame-by-frame average of the data, this method gives a minimal
change in the result for well-converged ts, while preventing abnormal time frames from
skewing the overall result for the ELMing period. An example of well-converged ts
is given in gures 4a-4f. We use normalized poloidal ux for the abscissa, which both
facilitates direct comparison to EPED results on DIII-D and corrects for shifts in the
plasma position over the ELMing period.
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(a) H-mode trace. (b) ELMing time period traces.
Figure 3: ELMing H-mode traces, showing ne, core and edge ECE Te, and H radiation
traces for discharge 1101214019 (3a) and the ELMing period, 1.06-1.18s, selected for
ensemble averaging (3b). Thomson data points are indicated by the red marks in gure
3b.
The peaks of the ELM cycle, corresponding to limiting thresholds in the pedestal
structure, are found preceding the crashes in edge Te and the corresponding spikes in H
light. Typically, the ELM-synced pedestal structure is taken to be the last 20% of the
time period preceding each ELM crash. A subset of the selected ELMing discharges with
suitable measurements are also presented using ELM-cycle binned data for comparison
with the ensemble-averaged result (see sections 3.2 and 5). At low pedestal pressures,
ELMs on C-Mod are typically small enough that the ensemble-averaged pedestal diers
little from the ELM-cycle synced result; at higher pressures (and thus larger ELMs),
however, it is possible for the pedestal data to diverge signicantly from the ensemble
average. For the discharges prepared with ELM-cycle binned data, the pedestal
pressures were on average 17.8% higher than the ensemble-averaged result, as shown
in gure 5.
The tted results for the pedestal width are taken as the average in ux space of
the density and temperature pedestal widths,
 =
n + T
2
 = 2 (4)
in order to match to the outputs of the EPED model. Similarly constructing the pedestal
pressure as p = 2neTe (alternately expressed by the poloidal beta at the pedestal top)
allows direct comparison between the predicted ELMing pedestal and the observed
result. While it is possible to directly t the pressure pedestal width and height,
use of the density/temperature average facilitates comparisons both between machines
and with the model equilibria used in EPED. In practice, the results for the pedestal
heights calculated by tting the pressure pedestal versus taking pped = 2ne;pedTe;ped
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Figure 4: Comparison of time-frame-averaged tting results to constructed ensemble
ts for discharge 1101214019, 1.06-1.18 seconds. Time frame tting results are shown
as black points, with their average shown as the black line. The ensemble t result is
shown in red. For both the ensemble t and the frame-averaged t, the error bars are
indicated by horizontal dashes. ELM times are indicated by the vertical dotted lines.
from density and temperature pedestals are quite similar. The pedestal width, being
rather more dicult to measure, does vary between the two methods; however, the
density/temperature average appears to mitigate some tting errors, and retains a more
rigorous match to the model.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the measured pedestal pressure for ensemble-averaged vs.
ELM-syncronized pedestals. The black line indicates perfect agreement, while the red
line shows the average 17.8% increase in measured pressure from ELM-cycle binning.
3. Experimental Results
The pedestal structure in C-Mod ELMing H-modes was explored across a broad range
of operating parameters, including scans in plasma current (400-1100kA), toroidal
magnetic eld (3.5-8T on-axis), elongation (1:4 <  < 1:55) and collisionality (0:25 <
 < 6). A factor of seven variation in the pedestal pressure was observed across these
discharges, while the pedestal width (measured in normalized poloidal ux) remained
robust between 3 and 5%.
3.1. Ip scan
Previous scaling experiments on EDA H-modes [23] have demonstrated a robust linear
dependence of the pedestal density ne;ped on the plasma current due to regulation of
particle transport across the pedestal. A similar scaling is recovered in gure 6b;
however, the dependence is less robust for ELMing H-modes than in the EDA case,
with ne;ped less strictly controlled by Ip. While no clear dependence of Te;ped on Ip
is seen (gure 6d), the pressure pedestal height pped (dened by pped = 2ne;pedTe;ped)
reects the clear linear scaling with Ip, shown in gure 6f. In high Te;ped, low current
(thus low collisionality) cases, as shown in gure 6d, the pedestal pressure can exceed
the apparent linear dependence on Ip. Although the C-Mod pedestal width is robust
across the parameter range (remaining within 3 5% of normalized poloidal ux, shown
in gure 6e), an inverse dependence with Ip is discernable. This, combined with the
pped / Ip scaling found above, is consistent with therp / I2p scaling of the ETB pressure
gradient, consistent with ballooning-limited pedestals, found in previous EDA scaling
studies on C-Mod [23, 24, 25]; it has previously been suggested that C-Mod EDA H-
Modes, DIII-D QH Modes, and ELMing H-Modes share similar critical-gradient limiting
phenomena in their pedestals [9]. Notably, these studies of EDA H-modes on C-Mod
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Figure 6: Plasma current scalings in density, temperature, and pressure pedestals. Low
current (Ip < 700 kA) data are shown as open circles, while high current data are lled
circles; 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T data are shown in blue, black, and red respectively. pped / Ip
and  / I 1p dependencies are shown in gs. 6f and 6e.
found pped / I2p with little scaling of the pedestal width with current; this, however,
represents the soft limit found in EDA H-modes, rather than the saturated pedestal
exhibiting pped / Ip for ELMing discharges.
3.2. Width scalings
A scaling of the pedestal width with p;ped has been observed [13, 9, 26], and shown
to follow from a critical gradient limit on the edge pressure prole established by the
kinetic ballooning mode or closely related instabilities [9, 10] . The expected dominant
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scaling is  = c
1=2
p;ped, where c is a weakly varying function of a number of plasma
parameters. As the ELMing H-modes from this experiment were rather restricted in
the range of p;ped available, older C-Mod discharges from 2006 used previous ELMing
studies (e.g. [26]) were also implemented for p scalings, extending the available range
below p;ped  0:1%. The measured pedestal width versus ensemble-averaged p;ped is
given in gure 7, with tted scaled factor hci = 0:088 0:01.
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Figure 7: Ensemble-average xperimental scaling of  with p;ped. The scale factor c is
found to be 0:088  0:01. Low current (Ip < 700 kA) data are shown by open circles,
while high current data are shown by lled circles. 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T discharges are
indicated in blue, black, and red respectively.
As noted in section 2.3, the EPED pedestal structure model is expected to
correspond most precisely to measurements taken at the peaks of the ELM cycle,
immediately preceding the ELM crash. A subset of the ELMing discharges presented
here (including 2006 discharges) with suitable data were prepared with ELM-cycle
synced data. Characteristic shifts, indicated by arrows, in p;ped and  are shown
in gure 8, along with tted scalings with 
1=2
p;ped for ensemble-averaged and ELM-synced
pedestals.
Full analysis of the ELM-synced pedestals is given in gures 9a-9d. For gures 9a
and 9b, ELM-synced shots (that is, a single pedestal from an ensemble of ELM-synced
Thomson frames) were constructed. Figures 9c and 9d show individual ELM-synced
Thomson frames instead. For additional statistical analysis, the data in both cases were
prepared by averaging data points within xed bins of values in p;ped as well, shown
in gures 9b and 9d (9a and 9c are raw data). For each, the pedestal data is tted to
the expected scaling  = c
1=2
p;ped, as well as the more general power law  = c1
c2
p;ped.
The results of the tting are given in table 1. Each is consistent with a 
1=2
p;ped scaling
for  , with a scale factor in the range 0:08  0:1 consistent with previous experiment
on C-Mod and DIII-D [26]. The tting results are quite consistent across the four data
analysis methods, showing that the  / 1=2p;ped scaling is remarkably insensitive to the
exact model used.
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Figure 8: Experimental scaling of  with p;ped, showing characteristic shift in  and
p;ped between ensemble-averaged and ELM-synced pedestals. The scale factor c is found
to be 0:088  0:010 for the ensemble-averaged data, and 0:0975  0:010 for ELM-cycle
synced data (see table 1). Arrows indicate the shift from ensemble to ELM-synced data
for two indicative discharges.
data
 = c1
c2
p;ped  = c
1=2
p;ped
c1 c2 c
ELM-binned shots 0:0831 0:03 0:42 0:23 0:0975 0:010
ELM-binned, p-binned shots 0:0923 0:03 0:49 0:20 0:0936 0:015
ELM-binned frames 0:0833 0:03 0:416 0:15 0:0983 0:010
ELM-binned, p-binned frames 0:0951 0:03 0:51 0:20 0:0941 0:010
Table 1: Compilation of results from analysis methods for p;ped vs. width scalings in
ELM-binned discharges, tting both  = c
1=2
p;ped and  = c1
c2
p;ped.
Secondary scalings of the pedestal width may be discerned by normalizing the
width to the dominant scaling  / c1=2p;ped, which has been well-characterized [9, 26],
capturing variations in the factor c (more properly, a weakly varying function of , ,
plasma shaping, etc.). Using a value of c = 0:088 from the ensemble-averaged data,
variations in the pedestal width with the applied toroidal eld BT are shown in gure
10.
The high scatter in values for the normalized width at xed values of BT , along with
the placement of the low- and high-eld results within the range of scatter for the
normal-eld (5.4T) pedestals, indicates little systematic scaling of the  with BT ,
although, given the diculty in acquiring sucient ELMing data at high elds, we
cannot conclusively exclude a scaling of  with toroidal eld independent of the
dominant scaling with poloidal beta.
An alternate scaling argument for the pedestal width with  has been proposed
[27], encapsulating an explicit BT dependence with factors of ion mass, charge, and
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Figure 9: ELM-synced pedestal width vs. p;ped. 2006 discharges are shown by stars,
and 2010/2011 discharges are indicated by circles. 9a shows ELM-synced discharges,
with 9b showing the data averaged within bins of p;ped. 9c shows individual ELM-
synced Thomson frames, with 9d showing the same binned in p;ped as well. Each shows
tted curves for  = c
1=2
p;ped and  = c1
c2
p;ped. The tting results are given in table 1.
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temperature. Using
 = 4:6 10 3m
1=2 (Ti [keV])
1=2
ZaBT
(5)
where m is the primary ion mass in AMU and Z is the primary ion charge, the scaling
of the normalized pedestal width with  is given in gure 11. Note that, given the
lack of high spatial resolution ion temperature measurements in C-Mod pedestals, the
electron temperature at the pedestal top was substituted.
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Figure 11: Secondary scaling of normalized pedestal width  =0:088
1=2
p;ped with 
. Low
current (Ip < 700 kA) discharges are indicated by open circles, while high-current
discharges are shown with lled circles. 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T discharges are indicated by
blue, black, and red respectively.
Across the accessible range of  in these ELMing pedestals, no systematic variation
of the pedestal width (normalized for the p;ped dependence) with 
 is seen, matching
previous results from C-Mod [24] and ASDEX Upgrade [27].
Additional secondary scalings assumed for the scale factor c in  and , using
e = 6:921 10 18
Rq95Zeff ln e
3=2T 2e
(6)
from Oyama et al [28], are presented in gures 12a and 12b.
Little systematic variation in the normalized pedestal width is observed as collisionality
is varied across a wide range (the high- values were obtained in cold, low-eld
discharges with pedestal temperatures of  150 eV). A similar result is observed
for plasma shaping, across the range of  available for ELMing discharges on C-Mod,
consistent with previous pedestal studies.
4. The EPED Model
4.1. The Peeling-Ballooning Constraint
Pressure-gradient-driven ideal MHD ballooning modes in the edge were identied early
on as a potential driver for edge-localized instabilities [13, 12]. However, this cannot
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Figure 12: Secondary parameter scalings of normalized pedestal width  =0:088
1=2
p;ped.
Low current (Ip < 700 kA) discharges are indicated by open circles, while high-current
discharges are shown with lled circles. 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T discharges are indicated by
blue, black, and red respectively.
satisfactorily explain all ELMing behaviors - for example, MHD analysis shows type III
ELMs in C-Mod to be stable to the ideal ballooning mode [6, 20]. The incorporation
of non-local, nite toroidal mode number (n) eects into MHD calculations brings in
the current gradient terms which drive kink/peeling modes, and the complete set of
intermediate to high-n instabilities are known as peeling-ballooning modes [8, 29, 7].
The combined peeling-ballooning model accounts for variation of the ELMing
stability conditions with plasma shaping and collisionality: in low-collisionality regimes,
low-n kink/peeling modes are the rst to destabilize, while at high  the bootstrap
current is suppressed, and the discharge is limited by higher-n (n  10  30) ballooning
modes [8, 7, 26]. The model is further complicated at moderate , at which the peeling
and ballooning modes can couple, producing large, dangerous current-driven instabilities
[30]. The addition of bootstrap-current eects and diamagnetic stabilization allows
pedestals to exceed the nominal ideal ballooning limit on the pedestal pressure gradient,
an important eect on C-Mod [8, 20].
A number of MHD stability codes [31, 29, 32] have been used to study edge
stability. The ELITE code [30, 8, 33], was designed specically for this purpose, and
calculates peeling-ballooning stability using an expansion in toroidal mode number at
intermediate to high n, accounting for nonlocal eects. Studies of peeling-ballooning
stability have been carried out on a number of machines and operational regimes,
exploring dependencies on shaping [8, 29, 7], plasma beta [33], and collisionality [8, 7].
Through these, a variety of ELMs, as well as the EDA regime on C-Mod and the QH
mode on DIII-D are found to exist at or below the peeling-ballooning boundary [9].
Most peeling-ballooning studies in experiments are interpretive, using measured
equilibria to calculate stability boundaries. However, the EPED model is predictive,
and so must be able to calculate this constraint before an experiment is conducted. It
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does so using sets of carefully designed model equilibria in which the pedestal height
is increased at a range of pedestal widths, to calculate a constraint on the pedestal
height as a function of the pedestal width (usually characterized by normalized poloidal
ux) [9, 26, 10]. Because the peeling-ballooning constraint on the pedestal height is a
function of the width, it is insucient by itself to uniquely predict pedestal height and
width from engineering parameters, and so must be coupled to a second constraint.
4.2. The Kinetic-Ballooning Mode
In addition to the peeling-ballooning mode constraint, the EPED model considers the
strong electromagnetic kinetic ballooning mode (KBM), the kinetic analogue to the
MHD ballooning mode. The KBM drives strong turbulence in the pedestal despite the
EB shear turbulence suppression, eectively limiting pedestal growth. Gyrouid and
gyrokinetic calculations [34, 35, 36] identied the onset of the turbulence at a threshold
correlated with the high-n ideal ballooning mode.
The onset of the KBM is quite sti, allowing modeling of the turbulence onset as a
threshold in the pedestal pressure gradient, which can be integrated across the pedestal
to provide a second relationship between the pedestal height and width [9, 10]. Despite
some similarities to the PBM, the KBM provides a distinct constraint on the pedestal
width and height; an examination yields the strongest dependence with the square root
of poloidal beta at the pedestal top, similar to observations on C-Mod [26] and DIII-D
[13].
4.3. The EPED Model
The EPED model combines calculations of peeling-ballooning mode stability and KBM
onset to yield a prediction of the pedestal height and width. Peeling-ballooning
calculations are implemented using the ELITE code, which evaluates PBM stability on
model equilibria constructed from a set of scalar input parameters [9]. Accounting for
dependencies on other engineering parameters, the dominant scaling between pedestal
width and height from the peeling-ballooning constraint is approximately pped  3=4 
[9, 26].
Calculations of kinetic ballooning mode onset note that the constrained width
depends most strongly on the poloidal beta at the pedestal top, scaling as   1=2p;ped
[10]. The onset condition is only weakly dependent on collisionality, shaping, safety
factor, gyroradius, and beta - to good approximation, then, the KBM onset condition
may be taken to be  = c
1=2
p;ped, where c  0:06   0:1 is a weak function of the
dimensionless parameters [9, 10].
In the current iteration of the model, EPED1.6, both the peeling-ballooning
and kinetic-ballooning mode constraints are directly computed, yielding a fully rst-
principles predictive model for the pedestal structure. The peeling-ballooning constraint
is calculated including an improved diamagnetic-stabilization model, particularly
important for pedestal studies on C-Mod [10]. Likewise, the kinetic-ballooning
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constraint is calculated for each case and accounts for the secondary dependencies of
the onset condition with collisionality and shaping.
5. Comparison to Experiment
The EPED series of models has been tested extensively in ELMing scenarios across a
number of machines. A dedicated experiment on C-Mod was conducted to test the
implementation of a modied version of the model, EPED1.63 (a minor modication
to EPED1.6 which calculates the KBM constraint at pedestal widths of 0.03 and 0.04,
improving the robustness and eciency of the model) across scans in plasma current
(400-1000kA), magnetic eld (3.5-8T), plasma shaping (1:4 <  < 1:6), and collisionality
(0:25 <  < 6), as detailed in section 2. The model is found to recover the observed
pedestal widths and heights across the range of the parameter scans.
The improved diamagnetic stabilization model implemented in EPED1.63 is
necessary to accurately predict the pedestal structure in C-Mod. The diamagnetic
term is generally large in the C-Mod pedestal, and hence edge stability can be quite
sensitive to it. Note that, while pedestal models most closely correspond to the measured
pedestal shortly before an ELM, here data averaged across the full ELM cycle is used
(as described in section 2.3). To evaluate the impact of this, for a subset of the ELMing
discharges with suitable data, measurements binned to the last 20% of the ELM cycle
were also prepared.
5.1. Pedestal Pressure
Pressure pedestal heights spanning a factor of seven variation were achieved in ELMing
discharges. The measured pedestal pressure is plotted versus the EPED1.63 predicted
pressure in gure 13, with perfect agreement indicated by the dashed line. Agreement
is fairly good across the pedestal pressure range, with an average ratio of measured to
predicted pedestal height of 0:84  0:15. The accuracy of the model is similar to the
20% accuracy found in previous studies, though the predictions are systematically
slightly high. We note that, on C-Mod, diamagnetic stabilization is quite strong, and
modeling it accurately is paramount. Using slightly weaker diamagnetic stabilization
brings the model into somewhat better agreement with the observations.
The small discrepancy between the measured and predicted pedestal heights may
be partly attributed to using measurements averaged across the ELM cycle. Strictly, the
EPED model calculates the stability threshold in the pedestal triggering the ELM, thus
the EPED prediction most closely corresponds to the pedestal parameters immediately
before the ELM crash. ELM-cycle binning (taking only pedestal data from the last
20% of the ELM cycle) typically gives closer correspondence to EPED predictions
than full ELM-cycle averaging, but is often dicult on C-Mod due to the commonly
rapid ELMs (see section 2.3). Although the ensemble-averaged pedestal pressure will
generally be smaller than the pressure at the peaks of the ELM cycle, at lower pedestal
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Figure 13: Measured pedestal pressure vs. EPED1.63 predicted pedestal pressure for 24
C-Mod discharges from dedicated ELMing runs over a wide range of plasma parameters.
The dashed line indicates perfect agreement, while the dot-dash indicates the 1=1:178
line for the corrective factor between ensemble-averaged and ELM-synced pedestals (see
gure 5). Low current (Ip < 700 kA) discharges are indicated by open circles, while
high current discharges are shown by closed circles. 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T data are shown
in blue, black, and red respectively.
pressures the deviation between the two measurements is typically small, giving similar
correspondence with the model prediction. It would similarly be expected that at higher
pressures the deviation would be progressively worse (as is shown in gure 5), giving
average measured pedestal pressures substantially below the predicted value, as is visible
in gure 13 - a correlation line for the corrective factor 1=1:178 = 0:849 found between
the ensemble-averaged and ELM-synced pedestals in gure 5 is also shown. For a
subset of the ELMing discharges presented here, it was possible to prepare ELM-cycle
binned data; a comparison between the ensemble-averaged results for those discharges
(indicated by the black points) and the ELM-cycle binned measurements (indicated in
red) is given in gure 14.
ELM-cycle binning produces little variation from the ensemble-averaged result
at low pressures, while presenting on average better correspondence to the EPED
prediction at higher pressures (above  35 kPa). Across the data subset, the ratio of
measured to predicted pedestal height for the binned data was 0:989 0:15, compared
to 0:84 for the ensemble-averaged result.
5.2. Pedestal Width
Pedestal width scalings are somewhat more challenging on C-Mod, given the generally
robust width of the plasma pedestal (typically within 3-5% of the poloidal ux space
corresponding to  5mm on C-Mod). The EPED model correctly recovers this
robustness; a comparison of the measured versus predicted pedestal width, dened by
 as given in (4).
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Figure 14: Measured pedestal pressure vs EPED1.63 predicted pedestal pressure. Black
points indicate the ensemble-averaged data for a subset of the discharges, while red
indicates the corresponding ELM-cycle-binned result.
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Figure 15: Measured pedestal width in normalized poloidal ux space vs. EPED1.63
predicted pedestal width for 24 C-Mod discharges from dedicated ELMing runs over a
range of plasma parameters. The dashed line indicates perfect agreement. Low current
(Ip < 700 kA) discharges are indicated by open circles, while high current discharges
are shown by closed circles. 3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T data are shown in blue, black, and red
respectively.
The model performs reasonably well, with a ratio of measured to predicted pedestal
width of 1:01 0:10, across parameter ranges from 3.5-8T in BT and 400-1000kA in Ip.
ELM-cycle binning, presented in gure 16 shows no systematic variation in the predicted
widths, retaining the customarily robust pedestal widths on C-Mod.
The width predictions in the EPED models are based predominantly on a
dependence of the pedestal width on p;ped, as described in section 3.2. While the
newer versions of the EPED model account for minor variations of pedestal width
with gyroradius, collisionality, and density, the dominant scaling is   1=2p;ped, with a
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Figure 16: Measured pedestal width in normalized poloidal ux space vs. EPED1.63
predicted pedestal width. Red points indicate ELM-cycle binned data, while black
points indicate ensemble-averaged widths for the corresponding discharges.
coecient (more properly, a weakly varying function of , , etc.) of  0:08. The scale
factor for the ELMing discharges presented here (using ensemble-averaged pedestals)
was found to be hci = 0:088 0:010. The predicted and measured relations between 
and p;ped are given in gure 17. As noted in section 3.2, the range of available p;ped
in the discharges was rather limited; however, the EPED model is uniquely predicting
values for both p;ped and the width, so it remains a fairly stringent test of the model.
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Figure 17: Pedestal width  vs. pedestal poloidal beta, p;ped. Circles indicate measured
data, and triangles indicate EPED1.63 prediction. Low current (Ip < 700 kA) discharges
are indicated by open points, while high current discharges are shown by lled points.
3.5T, 5.4T, and 8T data are shown in blue, black, and red respectively.
Overall trending with 
1=2
p;ped is observed, although the experimental p measurements
for ensemble-averaged pedestals at higher pressures skew lower than those predicted by
EPED. This is corrected by ELM-cycle synchronized measurements, as shown in gures
8 and 9 in section 3.2.
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6. Summary and Future Work
Experimental variation in the pedestal structure spanning a factor of seven variation in
pressure pedestal height is consistent with a broad range of previously observed ETB
phenomena in ELMing and EDA H-modes on C-Mod, indicative of underlying critical
gradient phenomena limiting H-mode pedestals. While width comparisons were dicult
given the robust pedestal width on C-Mod, a strong dependence of the pedestal width
on 
1=2
p;ped and weak or no dependence on other factors (BT , 
, , ) was also recovered
consistent with previous experiment.
Non-local peeling-ballooning stability of the edge barrier region is well-characterized
by edge MHD stability codes such as ELITE. The EPED model combines this non-
local peeling ballooning constraint with an integrated local kinetic ballooning mode
constraint to predict the pedestal height and width, yielding a pedestal width which
scales approximately as 
1=2
p;ped. The newest version of the code, EPED1.6, includes a
direct calculation of the kinetic-ballooning mode constraint for each case, in addition
to an improved model for diamagnetic stabilization of peeling-ballooning modes [10].
EPED1.63, a minor alteration of EPED1.6 optimized for C-Mod.
Overall agreement between the EPED1.63 predictions and observed pedestal
structure in the C-Mod discharges was fairly good, with a ratio of measured to
predicted pedestal height of 0:84  0:15 and a ratio of predicted to measured pedestal
width of 1:01  0:08. Notably, the pressure pedestal height was consistently slightly
low compared to the EPED prediction. This was likely due to the measurement
method for the experimental pedestals: as ELMs on C-Mod are frequently too rapid
for the Thomson Scattering system to reliably image with multiple frames per ELM,
it proves more straightforward to construct ensemble-averaged pedestals from steady
ELMing periods. Strictly, the stability model used in EPED corresponds to the
pedestal immediately preceding the ELM crash; including pedestal data from outside
this ELM-synchronized period should give systematically low pressure pedestal heights
compared to prediction, with the divergence growing at larger pressures (corresponding
to larger ELMs). Successful ELM-cycle synchronization on a subset of the discharges
yielded better correspondence with the EPED predictions, with a ratio of measured to
predicted pedestal height of 0:9890:15. Likewise, the ELM-cycle binned measurements
reproduced the rough KBM scaling  = c
1=2
p;ped with hci  0:09, varying slightly with
the exact analysis method used, as shown in gure 9 (compared to the previously
observed result of hci  0:084 on C-Mod), while the ensemble-averaged pedestals found
hci = 0:088 0:01.
In addition, the importance of diamagnetic stabilization in C-Mod pedestals
warrants further testing of the diamagnetic stabilization model implemented in
EPED1.63. The planned upgrade of the Thomson Scattering system on C-Mod will
increase the suitability of pedestal data for ELM-cycle synchronization, allowing ongoing
validation of the EPED model series on C-Mod plasmas.
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